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Summary
Graphical models factorize a global probability distribution/energy function as the product/sum of local functions. A major inference task, known as MAP in Markov Random Fields and MPE in Bayesian Networks, is to find a global assignment of all the variables with 
maximum a posteriori probability/minimum energy. A usual distinction on MAP solving methods is complete/incomplete, i.e. the ability to prove optimality or not. Most complete methods rely on tree search, while incomplete methods rely on local search.  Among 
them, we study Variable Neighborhood Search for graphical models. In this work, first we explored various mutator for improving VNS robustness  for  the protein design . But the method is generic and can be used very likely in various context of 
molecular modelling if energy table can be precomputed. 
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Random variables X with discrete domains
joint non normalized probability distribution p(X) 
defined as a product of positive real-valued 
functions:

COMPUTATIONAL PROTEIN DESIGN

LUBY Mutator (growing slow down)  CPD FORMULATION

For optimization (MAP = Maximum a posteriori), 
MRF and CFN are essentially equivalent after a
 − log transform.

GMEC = MAP = Global OPTIMAL solution = 
solution with minimal Energy 
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Variable Neighbourhood Search

Limited discrepancy search 

Benchmarking
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Problem set  (mignon & al jcc 2015)

❑ Search space size (248#mut) :

● N20 :  [2*1061 ,… 9*10123]

● N30 :  [1*1082 ,… 2*10137]

● FULL:   [ 8*10114 ,.., 7*10229]

PDB # MUT
SH3 1ABO 48

SH3 1CKA 49

PDZ 1R6J 72

PDZ 1G9O 76

PDZ 2BYG 82

SH2 1BM2 88

SH2 1M61 88

SH2 1A81 92
SH2 1O4C 96

Energy Table

Precomputation and storage of all position
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Amino acid sequences 

Backbone

B

Side Chains

ET: self backbone energy

E(ir): backbone-rotamer energy  

E(ir,js): rotamer-rotamer energy  

Let i the current iteration of the algorithme
 ( i.e search on y current neighborhood)
  

 

Luby strategy  ( supposed to be optimal when not particular knowlege about a given random algorithm )  

Optimal speedup of Las Vegas algorithms  = Luby serie 
(luby, M.; Sinclair, A.; Zuckerman, D.. Proc. Of TCS. 1993; pp 128–13)

 

luby(i) = {b, if i==b

luby(b-1)
Suniv = (1,1,2,1,1,2,4,1,1,2,1,1,2,4,8,…)

Cost Function Networks ⬄ Markov Random Field

 Optimal solution recovery rate

GOAL = Optimal assignement 
of  each variables = optimal 

solution

IMPORTANT MESSAGES

Median = 8 
neighbors

Branch-and-Bound Search

n

g(n) cost of 
the
search path to 
n

h(n) estimates the
optimal cost below 
n

Lower Bound LB(n)

Depth first  BB Tree 

Prune if LB(n) ≥ UB

Upper Bound UB

(Lawler & 
Wood66)

Other position  
( fixed)

Selected 
position

1st selected variable

 

Schematic protein

if  (m= 0) sequence of increments becomes 

  {1,1,0,1,1,0,0,1,1,0,1,1,0,0,0,1,...}

 with a larger m ,
 the mutator number increases even more slowly

With m=3  23 =8 
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 rotamer 1
 rotamer 2

For each Heuristic (line) and type of instance (columns) the table give the number 
and the recovery rate of the optimal Solution over the 90 , 450 runs
 respectively for the FULL , N20 and N30 set of problems.

Histograms of the mutator numbers explored during , the 
FULL design
Using the k++ (blue ) and Luby (green) growing 
sequences

VNS converge faster than the other global search methods . 
Luby + probabilistic selection based on variable distance improves  
VNS robustness
VNS allows to explore large search space 
VNS + cost function  is compliant with n-body energetic terms .
polarisable force field or fragment based method with QM 
description could be used for improving the model.

download : 
http://github.com/toulbar2

FULL DESIGN Energy Gap Box plot 

∆ Emax = 11,2 kcal

REMC base line

Mutation landscape
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COMPUTATION TIME 
LESS THAN 2H on 1CPU
Parallel release available

❑  99 problems

❑ AMBER Force field  
❑ CASA implicit solvent Model
❑ Tuffery rotamer library ( 248 rotamers )

 Non mutated positions remains  flexible 
( except GLY , PRO position )

d prob  selection

Let a = ln( i + 1)  and  b = 2a−1;


